Global LNG Market Strategic Analysis and Outlook - Forecasts of LNG Supply - Demand, Trade, Contracts, Prices, Infrastructure, Planned Projects and Competition

Description:
The Global LNG Outlook report analyzes the dynamics and development strategies in Global LNG markets in current market conditions. The comprehensive research work provides details on investments, terminals, new projects, supply-demand, market updates and companies.

Current market conditions are analyzed through identifying key trend, SWOT analysis and benchmarking tools. Potential business opportunities in Global LNG markets along with their complete details are included in the report.

Key supplier/buyer markets of Global LNG are analyzed along with forecasts to 2020. Market structure of each of the regional LNG markets and key strategies being opted by leading players is analyzed.

In addition, complete details of all operational and planned LNG terminals in the world are provided in the report. LNG profiles, oil and gas overviews, SWOT and financial analysis of three leading LNG companies in Global LNG market are analyzed in detail. Further, all recent developments and their impact on global markets is provided.

The report addresses the key challenges confronting LNG industry including -
- How will the market evolve towards the end of the decade?
- Impact of oil prices on FIDs of complex projects
- How much capital expenditure (investment) will be made between 2015 and 2020 on LNG?
- What are the best buying strategies in current times?
- Role of India and China in shaping the future of Asian LNG demand
- Where will the US LNG supplies go
- How many Australian LNG Projects are under risk?
- Short term LNG Trade and Price Outlook
- African LNG Projects being delayed Revised strategies of Companies
- European Role as a Balancing Region in Global LNG trade
- Evolution of LNG Demand in Mature Markets

Scope

- Detailed analysis of all planned, proposed, under construction and announced projects
- Impact of oil prices decline, lowered demand estimates in Asia, Re-exports in Europe, Regional trade patterns in South and Central America, Australia LNG supplies, the US Liquefaction projects and FID delays of African LNG projects
- Country wise LNG supply and demand outlook to 2020
- Contracted LNG Capacity Outlook to 2020
- Evaluation of shipping industry amidst shift in LNG trading patterns
- LNG Applications in Marine, Industrial and Transportation sectors
- Floating LNG industry infrastructure and investments outlook
- Planned small and Medium Scale LNG infrastructure Details
- New Entry and Expansion opportunities for investors, traders and equipment/service providers
- Competitive landscape and market structure including company wise LNG capacity forecasts to 2020 for top five companies in each region
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